. W. 2005. Comparison of models and impact of missing records on genetic evaluation of calving ease in a simulated beef cattle population. Can. J. Anim. Sci. 85: 145-155. This study compared the application of a bivariate linear-linear (LL) and a linear-threshold (LT) sire-maternal grandsire model for genetic evaluation of calving ease (CE), using birth weight (BW) as a correlated trait, and assessed the impact of missing records on genetic evaluation of CE in a simulated multi-breed beef population that mimicked phenotypic and genetic parameters of beef cattle in Ontario. Models included fixed age-of-dam by sex-of-calf, management group, breed and heterosis effects, and random direct and maternal genetic, maternal permanent environment and residual effects. The LL model was applied to BW and CE Snell scores, and LT model was applied to BW and CE raw scores. CE evaluations were similar between the LL and LT models with no obvious advantage for either model. The two models performed similarly with respect to accuracy and rank correlation of predicted genetic effects and recovered true values of genetic parameters and fixed effects, except for CE maternal heterosis from LL model. The effect of missing records was assessed using the LT model. All dispersion and location parameters were generally well recovered, even when the total proportion of missing records of both traits was up to 41%. Levels of missing CE and BW records that exist in Ontario do not seem to adversely affect genetic evaluation of CE.
models (Meuwissen et al. 1995) . Bivariate models that include a correlated continuous trait in the analysis of a categorical trait are more accurate in estimating and predicting genetic parameters than either univariate threshold or linear models (Janss and Foulley 1993; Varona et al. 1999b ). Birth weight, as a continuous trait with a moderate genetic correlation to CE, can be used to improve the accuracy of genetic evaluation of CE (Varona et al. 1999b; Ramirez-Valverde et al. 2001a) .
Currently, the routine genetic evaluation of beef cattle in Ontario involves data of more than 14 pure breeds as well as records from resulting crossbred animals. In this multibreed CE genetic evaluation system, a linear-linear (LL) model is applied to birth weight (BW) and transformed CE Snell scores. However, the possible superiority of LT models over LL models for evaluating CE of beef cattle in Ontario has not yet been quantified. Prior analyses of Ontario's beef population showed that there are 35% and 6% missing BW and CE records, respectively. The effect of this observed amount of missing BW and CE records on the accuracy of estimated genetic parameters and genetic values is unknown.
The objectives of this simulation study were to investigate through stochastic simulation the possible superiority of a bivariate linear-threshold model over a bivariate linearlinear model for the estimation of genetic parameters and the prediction of breeding values for calving ease, using birth weight as a correlated trait, and to assess the impact of the current levels of missing BW and CE records on the accuracy of estimation of genetic parameters and the prediction of breeding values for calving ease in Ontario's beef cattle.
MATERIAL AND METHODS

Simulation of the Multi-breed Beef Population
A multi-breed beef population was simulated, including records for both BW and CE. Genetic parameters, phenotypic means and CE incidences were chosen to resemble commercial beef production in Ontario. For simplicity only three breeds with diverse direct and maternal effects on BW and CE, which were represented by Angus (AN), Charolais (CH) and Simmental (SM), were simulated.
Random mating was assumed and any particular animal might be culled due to age, population size limit or replacement policy. Replacement animals were randomly selected from 2-yr-old heifers and 2-yr-old young bulls available each year. Random selection and mating were used to prevent possible selection bias on genetic evaluation, which might lead the estimates of fixed and random effects to deviate from the true parameters, causing an extra source of variation on the results other than the models being compared and the effects of different levels of missing data.
Two large herds were simulated and exchanges of genetic material provided genetic links between herds through an AI centre. Bulls were randomly selected to comprise the AI bull battery and they were used back over the two herds. Half of the females were bred using AI sires and half were bred using natural service sires generated within herd. The maximum limits for population size were 1000 dams/herd/year, 30 within-herd sires/herd/year and 18 purebred sires in the AI centre per year. For both sexes, a 30% replacement rate per year was applied. The total period simulated was 10 yr and 30 replicates of the population were generated.
This simplified population structure, including large herds and considerable exchange of genetic material, was simulated to guarantee genetic connection among herds and management groups. The simulation then removed the extra source of variation caused by population structure, which would impact fixed and random effects estimated by both models.
The following animal model (Eq. 1) was used to simulate the phenotypic records of all individuals before the simulation of direct and maternal heterosis:
(1) where y 0 1ijk and U 0 2ijk are the BW and the underlying liability of CE, respectively, of individual k, who belongs to age-of-dam by sex-of-calf group i and management group j and subscripts 1 and 2 refer to BW and CE, respectively; µ is the population mean; cd kq and cm kq are the direct and maternal breed composition of individual k, respectively, for breed q; b tdq and b tmq are linear regression coefficients (breed effects) from regression on direct and maternal breed composition for trait t (1 for BW and 2 for CE), respectively; s_a ti is the effect of age-of-dam by sexof-calf group i on trait t; mg tj is the effect of management group j [defined as animals from the same herd (2), year (10) and calving season (6)] on trait t; d tk is the direct additive genetic effect of individual k on trait t; m td is the maternal additive genetic effect of dam d on trait t; mpe td is the maternal permanent environment (MPE) effect of dam d on trait t; e tijk is the residual effect associated with trait t of individual k.
Equation 2 was used to simulate the phenotypes including direct and maternal heterosis: 
maternal heterosis, respectively; hd k and hm k are the direct and maternal heterozygosities of individual k; and HV td and HV tm are the percentages of direct and maternal heterosis for trait t (Table 1) , respectively. The individual heterozygosity was determined based on the breed composition of the parents of each animal (Bourdon 1997) . The maternal heterozygosity was given by the breed composition of the parents of the dam. Expressions of direct and maternal heterosis in crossbred animals were assumed directly proportional to their levels of direct and maternal heterozygosity.
The genetic parameters for BW and CE direct and maternal effects used in the simulation (Table 1) were based on published studies on beef cattle (Trus and Wilton 1988; Koots et al. 1994a,b; Wang et al. 1997) . The phenotypic mean and standard deviation for BW were assumed to be 43.5 kg and 6 kg, respectively (these values resembled the average parameters for BW of Angus, Charolais and Simmental breeds in Ontario). For CE, the mean and the standard deviation of the underlying scale were assumed to be 88 and 21 units, respectively, based on the incidence of CE and corresponding distribution of Snell scores (Snell 1964) in the multi-breed beef population of the University of Guelph's beef research herd from 1984 to 2000.
Variances of MPE effect (σ mpe 2 ) were assumed to be 3.6 kg 2 and 44.1 units 2 for BW and CE underlying liability, respectively, with a null covariance between BW and CE MPE. Residual variances were 14.2 kg 2 and 260.7 units 2 for BW and CE underlying liability, respectively. Residual errors were assumed independent within each trait, but correlated between the two traits (r = -0.5).
Breed effects were simulated based on Amer et al. (1992) and were equal to -5.83, 3.27 and 2.57 kg for direct BW and -1.3, 2.7 and -1.4 kg for maternal BW of AN, CH and SM, respectively. The same features for CE underlying liability were 18.87, -14.63 and -4.33 units for direct effect and -12.40, 8.10 and 4.30 units for maternal effect of AN, CH and SM, respectively.
Management group effects were simulated sampling from a normal distribution with null mean and variance equal to 3.24 kg 2 and 22.05 units 2 for BW and CE underlying liability, respectively. Age-of-dam by sex-of-calf group effects were simulated based on results from the University of Guelph's beef research herd and are presented in Table 2 .
The simulation of observed CE records assumed three thresholds at 0.80σ, 1.35σ, and 2.14σ, which were based on actual incidences of each category of CE in the data from the University of Guelph's beef research herd (0.788, 0.124, 0.071, and 0.016 for CE score 1 = unassisted, 2 = easy pull, 3 = hard pull, and 4 = surgical, respectively), where σ was the phenotypic standard deviation (21 units) of the underlying normal variable (U) for CE. Observed CE scores were equal to either 1 if -∞ < U ≤ 0.80σ, 2 if 0.80σ < U ≤ 1.35σ, 3 if 1.35σ < U ≤ 2.14σ, or 4 if U > 2.14σ. The average resulting incidence of each category of CE on the observed scale is given in Table 3 . Table 3 summarizes the datasets used in the genetic evaluation and presents the average level of fixed and random effects over 30 replicates. The LL model considered CE as a linear trait and the original CE scores (1 to 4) were transformed using the approximated procedure proposed by Snell (1964) . Scores were forced to assume a range from 0 to 100, where 0 and 100 represent probabilities of 0 and 100% of unassisted calving, respectively. The calculated Snell score for each calving ease category is given in Table 3 .
Datasets and Snell Scores
Missing Records
The original simulated dataset did not have missing records (complete dataset). Datasets containing missing values were generated from the complete dataset to assess the impact of the current levels of missing records in Ontario and the effect of a possible improvement of levels of data completeness on genetic evaluation of CE. Random numbers generated from a uniform distribution were used to decide whether an individual would have a missing record on either of the two traits, based on predefined proportions of missing data for BW and CE (Table 4 , Cases from 2 to 7). Different patterns of missing data were grouped into three sets. The complete dataset was used as a control for each of the three sets of data. Set 1 was used to test the effect of missing records on the accuracy of parameter estimation when both traits had equal proportions of missing records. Sets 2 and 3 were used to test the effect of missing records of one trait on the accuracy of parameter estimation when the other trait was missing at a fixed percentage. Case 8 was created from Case 6 by completely removing records having one missing trait from the data (MAR-cut-35-6). The average number of levels of fixed and random effects and other information for MAR-cut-35-6 are presented in Table 3 .
Models Used for the Analyses
Two models were considered. The first model was a bivariate LT sire-maternal grandsire model (SMM) applied to BW and CE raw scores and the second was a bivariate LL SMM applied to BW and CE Snell scores.
A SMM was used instead of an individual animal model because one of the aims of the investigation was to compare the LT and LL models with respect to the estimation of dispersion parameters. Simulation studies showed that LT sire and sire-maternal grandsire models provide accurate estimates of the dispersion parameters for BW and CE (Abdel-Azim and Berger 1999; Luo et al. 2001) . Preliminary analyses using a LT individual animal model yielded strongly underestimated heritabilities. Threshold models may have a problem in the estimation of dispersion parameters when the number of fixed effects is high and the information on fixed effects is insufficient (Moreno et al. 1997) . In this respect, an individual animal model requires more parameters to be estimated from the same information contained in the data than a sire-maternal grandsire model. The basic bivariate model used was:
where β t is a vector that contains all fixed effects defined in Eq. 1 plus the linear regressions on direct and maternal heterozygosities for trait t; a t contains random sire (s t ′) and maternal grandsire (mgs t ′) effects on trait t, a t ′ =(s t ′ mgs t ′); mpe t contains random MPE effects on trait t, X t , Z a t and Z mpe t are design matrices corresponding to β t , a t ,and mpe t , and e t contains random residual effects for trait t.
Model 3 can be written as y MAR-cut-35-6 = Records having one missing trait were completely removed from the dataset containing 35% of missing birth weight records and 6% of missing calving ease records. 
where U contains BW (Y 1 ) and the underlying liabilities of CE (U 2, LT model) or CE Snell scores (U 2 , LL model), respectively; M is composed of the design matrices X t , Z a t , and Z mpe t ; θ represents the location parameters, which contain β t , a t and mpe t ; and ε contains the residuals e t for trait t, with all the elements properly ordered and matched. For U is assumed that (6) where R = R 0 ⊗I n , and ⊗ is the direct (Kronecker) product between matrices and R 0 is the residual (co)variance matrix between BW and either underlying liabilities of CE or CE Snell scores.
Expectations and (co)variance structures of model 5 are:
where G 0 and P 0 are (co)variance matrices between traits for genetic and MPE effects, respectively, and A is the numerator relationship matrix among sires and MGSs, I is an identity matrix, and p and n are number of MPE effects and observations, respectively.
Method of Analysis
Bayesian analysis via Gibbs sampling (Van Tassell et al. 1998; Sorensen 2000; Luo et al. 2001 ) was used to estimate all location and dispersion parameters of the two models. In the threshold model analysis, CE categories 3 and 4 were combined into a single category because the observed incidence of animals falling into category 4 was very low, causing convergence problems. Thresholds were fixed at 0.8σ and 1.35σ based on the observed incidences. Fixing the thresholds avoided the estimation of these parameters, which were shown to be the slowest mixing factors in Gibbs sampling analysis (Wang et al. 1997 ).
The joint conditional distribution of observations of BW and either the Snell scores or the underlying liabilities of CE was assumed to be bivariate normal. Widely bounded uniform, multivariate normal, and inverted Wishart distributions were assumed as prior distributions of fixed effects, random effects, and (co)variances matrices, respectively. Degrees of belief of five for genetic (co)variance and of three for both MPE variance and residual (co)variance were used to express high prior uncertainty about these parameters. True values from the simulation were used as prior values of (co)variances for both linear and threshold models.
A blocked Gibbs Sampling algorithm (Wang et al. 1997; Van Tassell at al. 1998 ) simultaneously generated all genetic effects for a given animal. The sampling procedure repeatedly sampled underlying liabilities, fixed effects, random effects, and variance components from their fully conditional posterior distributions. True values were used as initial values for (co)variance components, and all location parameters were initialized as zero. The programs used in this study were adapted from those written by Luo (1999) .
Post-Gibbs Analyses
Each analysis consisted of a single chain of 100 000 samples with the first 5000 discarded as a burn in period. The number of independent samples [effective sample size (ESS)] contained in a given sampling chain was calculated following Sorensen (2000) . Average posterior means of age-ofdam by sex-of-calf, management group, and maternal permanent environment effect, and direct and maternal genetic effects on BW and CE were calculated over the 30 replicates. Averages of posterior means, modes, 0.025 and 0.975 quantiles, and posterior standard deviations over 30 replicates were calculated for dispersion parameters, breed differences, and individual and maternal heterosis.
Estimates of the variances for sire and MGS effects and covariances between sire and MGS were converted to (co)variance components for direct and maternal additive genetic effects using the formula derived by Willham (1972) and extended by Luo et al. (2001) to a bivariate model.
Heritabilities of CE from the LL model were transformed from the observable scale to the underlying scale applying the method described by Gianola (1979) .
Following a similar procedure as in Gianola (1979) , a conversion factor to transform estimated values (fixed or random) given by the LL model for CE from the observed scale to the underlying scale was derived as: 
where effect U is the estimated value of the effect in the underlying scale; effect O is the estimated value of the effect in the observed scale, and the conversion factor ω is:
where σ pU is the true phenotypic standard deviation of the underlying liability of CE; z i is the ordinate of the standard normal density function at point t i corresponding to the threshold between categories i and i + 1; a i is the weight (Snell score in this study) assigned for category i; c is the number of categories.
Missing Records
Only the LT sire-maternal grandsire model was used to assess the impact of missing records. Procedures proposed by Sorensen (2000) using data augmentation were applied for sampling missing records (latent data). Details regarding the derivation of the mean and variance of the distribution of latent data, under the different patterns of missing records, were presented by Sorensen (2000) . Latent data together with observed information formed the augmented dataset for the analyses. The methods of estimation of parameters of interest, given the augmented datasets, using Gibbs sampling, were essentially the same as previously described for datasets without missing records.
Criteria for Model Comparison
The study compared the two alternative models in three different ways. First, estimates of heritabilities, genetic correlations, breed, and heterosis effects were compared in terms of their means, modes, and 0.025 and 0.975 quantiles to their true values. Second, solutions for fixed effects, additive direct and maternal breeding values and MPE effects from the two models were compared by their average accuracy (Pearson productmoment correlations between true and estimated values) over 30 replicates. Last, Spearman rank correlations between estimated and true values were calculated for additive direct and maternal genetic effects on BW and CE to compare the abilities of the two models to correctly rank animals.
The impact of missing records on genetic evaluation of BW and CE was assessed in different ways. Estimated genetic parameters, heterosis and breed effects on BW and CE were compared to their true values for each dataset containing missing records (t-tests at 5% significance level). Pearson correlation (accuracy) and Spearman rank correlations between estimated (EBV) and true breeding values (BV) of sires for additive direct and maternal genetic effects on BW and CE were calculated. Paired t-tests were performed at 5% significance level between accuracy of sires's EBVs derived from data containing different proportions of missing records and accuracy from the complete dataset. The effect of missing records was also measured using the average posterior standard deviation (SD) and empirical standard error (SE) over 30 replicates. Tables 5 and 6 present the average effective sample sizes for direct and maternal heritabilities and direct and maternal heterosis of BW and CE over 30 replicates for LL and LT models. In general, the LL model yielded substantially greater ESS for parameters related to CE than the LT model, indicating faster mixing and convergence of the Gibbs sampling chain for the LL model. Hence, a shorter sampling chain could be used for the LL compared to the LT model. Among all dispersion and location parameters, breed effects were the parameters with smallest ESS (data not shown). A minimum ESS of 1407 was observed for direct breed difference between AN and SM for BW. Therefore, there was a sufficient number of independent samples for accurate estimation of all dispersion and location parameters of interest.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Effective Sample Sizes
Heritabilities and Genetic Correlations
The average posterior mean, mode, and 0.025 and 0.975 quantiles for direct and maternal heritabilities of BW and CE from LL and LT models over 30 replicates are presented in Table 5 . Heritability estimate for CE on the underlying scale is also presented for model LL. The agreement observed between the posterior mean and mode of heritabilities for the two models indicated that the posterior distributions were fairly symmetrical and peaked. Estimates of heritabilities from the two models were not significantly different from their true simulated values, as shown by the average estimated 0.025 and 0.975 quantiles. As for the heritabilities, none of the estimated genetic correlations significantly differed from their true values (data not shown).
Abdel-Azim and Berger (1999) and Varona et al. (1999a) reported that LL models showed lower heritability of categorical traits in the observed scale, as compared to solutions from LT models in the underlying scale. However, transforming their reported heritability estimates given by the LL models from the observed scale to the underlying scale, using the conversion factor described by Gianola (1979) , yields very similar heritabilities for the two models.
Van Tassell et al. (1998) also found transformed heritability estimates from a linear animal model were similar to threshold estimates for twinning rate in beef cattle using a conversion equation proposed by Robertson in Dempster and Lerner (1950) , which is a special case of the equation proposed by Gianola (1979) when the observed trait is binary.
Direct and Maternal Breed Effects and Heterosis
The posterior mean and mode estimates of breed differences for BW were similar between the two models, and they recovered the true simulated underlying breed differences (data not shown). For the LL model, Eq. 8 was used to transform the estimates of breed effects from the observed to the underlying scale with the purpose of comparison to the true underlying values.
Pearson and rank correlations between estimates of breed differences and their true underlying values were close to 1 for both BW and CE for the two models (data not shown), indicating that the rankings of the breeds based on the estimates from the two models were all correct.
Estimates of heterosis were not transformed, because heterosis by definition is a ratio (in this study, a ratio of the estimated regression coefficient on the individual or maternal heterozygosity over the phenotypic mean from all purebred individuals), which eliminates scale differences. For both models, true values for direct and maternal heterosis of BW and CE were recovered, except for the maternal heterosis estimate for CE given by LL, which was significantly different from the true value (Table 6 , P < 0.05). This was a slight advantage of the LT over the LL model; however, it did not reflect in a significantly better estimation of other location and dispersion genetic parameters.
Age-of-dam by Sex-of-calf, Management Group, and Maternal Permanent Environment Effects
Average Pearson correlations between estimated and true values (accuracy) of age-of-dam by sex-of-calf, management group, and MPE effects over 30 replicates were calcu- lated (data not shown). Results related to BW showed a similar pattern between the two models. For CE the LT model provided slightly higher accuracy than the LL model only for management group estimates (0.87 vs. 0.83).
Breeding Value Prediction
Average Pearson correlation and Spearman rank correlation between estimated and true breeding values, over 30 replicates are presented (Table 7) . Estimates of breeding values were their posterior means. The LL and LT models gave similar accuracies and rankings for all genetic effects on BW and CE. This pattern is in agreement with Hoeschele et al. (1987) and Weller et al. (1988) , who concluded that the threshold sire model did not significantly outperform the linear model in ranking sires and found, in general, very high correlations between the estimated sire breeding values obtained under linear and threshold models.
The evidence that the threshold SMM did not offer a large advantage over the linear SMM also agrees with the study of Ramirez-Valverde et al. (2001a) , in which a data-splitting technique was applied to real data on BW and CE of beef cattle for the purposes of model comparison. They found only slight differences between bivariate LT and LL models. Varona et al. (1999b) applied bivariate LL and LT individual animal models to BW and calving difficulty (assuming known dispersion parameters) and also observed only small advantages of the LT over the LL model with respect to MSE (with field data) and accuracies (with simulated data).
Impact of Missing Records BW and CE Records Missing in Equal Proportions
Average posterior estimates of heritability and genetic correlations between direct and maternal genetic effects on BW and CE and their corresponding average SD and their empirical SE over 30 replicates are shown in Table 8 , when BW and CE were missing in equal proportions (Set 1, Table 4 ). With an increase in the missing proportion of both traits, the estimates of direct and maternal heritability of BW and CE (Table 8 ), breed differences (data not shown) and genetic correlation between direct and maternal BW and CE (data not shown) were consistent with estimates derived from complete data, and were not significantly different from their true values. The average posterior SD and the empirical SE of heritability estimates for CE increased with an increase in the proportion of missing records, while for genetic correlations most of the estimates also showed increased SD and empirical SE as the proportion of missing records increased (data not shown).
Estimates of maternal heterosis of CE and BW tended to a have larger deviation from their true values than direct heterosis, regardless of the percentage of missing data (data not shown). However, none of the estimates of heterosis were significantly different from their true values.
The effect of the proportion of missing records on the accuracy of direct and maternal genetic effects for BW and CE is presented in Fig. 1 . When the proportion of missing records of each trait reached 20%, the accuracy of direct genetic effects for BW and CE was only slightly smaller (P < 0.05) than with complete data (0.85 vs. 0.86 and 0.72 vs. 0.74 for direct BW and CE, respectively). There were nonsignificant reductions in accuracy of maternal genetic effects with the increased proportion of missing records for both traits. Rank correlations followed a similar pattern to accuracies. Therefore, the analyses recovered the true genetic parameters, breed differences and heterosis effects of CE and BW, regardless of the proportion of missing data in set 1. However, as expected, the accuracy of estimation of genetic effects, which directly depends on how much information each progeny can provide to the sire, tended to slightly decrease, when the missing proportion was high.
Proportion of Missing CE Records Fixed at 6% and Proportion of Missing BW Records Allowed to Vary from 5 to 35%
This set of cases (Set 2, Table 4 ) was studied to examine the impact of the proportion of missing BW records on genetic evaluation of BW and CE. The proportion of missing CE records was held constant at the typical level in Ontario, while the percentage of missing BW records was reduced from its characteristic level (35%).
The estimates of direct and maternal heritability, breed differences, heterosis, and genetic correlation between direct and maternal BW and CE were not significantly different from their true values (data not shown). There was, however, a trend that the deviation of estimated direct and maternal heteroses of CE from their true values increased with an increase in proportion of missing BW records (relative deviation with respect to the true values from 10.0 to 18.0% and from 14.8 to 21.4% for direct and maternal heterosis on CE for MAR-5-6 to MAR-35-6, respectively).
The effect of the proportion of missing BW records on the accuracy of sire EBV of direct and maternal BW and CE is Fig. 2 . When 6% of CE and from 5 to 35% of BW records were missing, accuracy of maternal BW sire EBV tended to be affected to a greater extent than other genetic effects (decreased from 0.36 to 0.33, a relative reduction of 9.23%), followed by direct BW sire EBV (decreased from 0.86 to 0.83, a relative reduction of 3.80%; P < 0.05).
The maximum relative reduction in accuracy of direct and maternal CE sire EBV was only about 1%. Rank correlations followed a similar pattern to accuracies (data not shown).
These results indicate that a reduction in the typical proportion of missing BW in Ontario is not expected to significantly increase the accuracy of the genetic evaluation for CE. Ramirez-Valverde et al. (2001b) evaluated the potential reduction in accuracy of genetic evaluation for CE with missing records using a bivariate LT animal model assuming known dispersion parameters. The authors reported a larger reduction in the accuracy of CE breeding values with an increase in the proportion of missing BW records than in the current investigation. In their study, however, the percentage of missing BW records was much higher than in the current study.
Proportion of Missing BW Records Fixed at 10% and Proportion of Missing CE Records Allowed to Vary from 10 to 30%
This set of cases (Set 3, Table 4 ) was studied to examine the impact of the proportion of missing CE records on genetic evaluation of BW and CE, when the proportion of missing BW records was held constant at a low level (10%) and the proportion of missing CE records was increased from its typical level.
The estimates of direct and maternal heritability, breed differences and heterosis effects for BW and CE, and genetic correlations between direct and maternal BW and CE were not significantly different from their true values (data not shown).
The accuracy for direct and maternal CE decreased relatively 4.47% (from 0.74 to 0.71, P < 0.05) and 6.99% (from 0.46 to 0.43), respectively, when derived from MAR-10-30 compared to that from the complete dataset (data not shown). The accuracy for direct and maternal BW remained virtually the same.
These results indicate that with a low level of missing BW records (10%) increasing the proportion of missing CE records to 30% would cause only a slightly decrease in accuracy of the genetic evaluation for CE.
Accounting for Missing Trait Measurements versus Removing Records
The estimated posterior means of direct and maternal heritability and genetic correlation between direct and maternal BW and CE for Case 8 (deleting records with one of the traits missing -MAR-cut-35-6) were compared to their true values (data not shown). Estimates of posterior means of all heritabilities, genetic correlations, breed differences, and direct and maternal heterosis using MAR-cut-35-6 were not significantly different from their true values for both BW and CE. Average posterior SD of estimates using MAR-cut-35-6 were, however, higher than MAR-35-6 for any given parameter (data not shown). Removing records with a missing trait (MAR-cut-35-6) caused estimates related to CE to show higher posterior SD than accounting for missing records .
The accuracies of direct and maternal BW and CE sire EBV for MAR-cut-35-6 are summarized for all sires in Fig. 3 . The average accuracies of direct BW sire EBVs derived from MAR-35-6 and MAR-cut-35-6 were the same (0.82) and significantly lower (P < 0.05) than that from complete data (0.86). The reduction in accuracy of direct CE sire EBV found with MAR-cut-35-6 compared to that with complete data (from 0.74 to 0.67, a relative reduction of 8.91%) was significant (P < 0.05). This was probably related to the loss of information due to deletion of records with only one trait observed. Although the deleting strategy provided good estimates of genetic parameters, such as heritability, genetic correlations, and heterosis, the loss of information caused an important reduction in accuracy of predicted CE EBVs.
Accuracies of direct and maternal CE EBVs were also summarized for sires having different numbers of progeny (sires with more than 100 offspring, sires with from 30 to 50 offspring, and sires with fewer than 15 offspring). However, the effects of MAR-35-6 and MAR-cut-35-6 on accuracies of sire EBV across sire groups showed similar pattern to the situation when all sires were considered.
For large-scale joint genetic evaluation of BW and CE with missing records, such as national evaluations involving millions of records, a Bayesian analysis with data augmentation to account for missing records may not be feasible for routine evaluation, due to computing requirements. In this situation, to predict EBV applying multiple trait generalized linear mixed models (Tempelman 1998) allowing for missing data may be the most logical and appropriate approach.
The results of this study were derived using simulated data under an assumption of random selection and mating, and random missing data. In reality, culling, replacement, and mating, as well missing records would likely not be random, so that selection with missing data in practice may be more problematic due to potential selection bias. This bias would affect estimation from both linear and threshold models and the importance of using information available Fig. 3 . Comparison of accuracy of sire EBVs using complete dataset, dataset with missing values (35% for BW and 6% for CE) and dataset where records containing missing BW or CE were deleted. MAR-35-6 = 35% BW and 6% CE records missing at random from the complete dataset. MAR-cut-35-6 = records having a missing trait were completely removed from MAR-35-6. *Significantly different (P < 0.05) from the accuracy of estimates obtained with the complete data set by paired t-test. on one of the traits when the other is missing would be magnified.
CONCLUSIONS
There was no obvious advantage in using a linear-threshold over a linear-linear sire-maternal grandsire bivariate model for estimation of genetic parameters and predicting breeding values for calving ease in the simulated population, indicating that a linear-linear model is a satisfactory approximation for genetic evaluation of calving ease, given the current calving ease scoring system and incidences observed in Ontario.
The level of missing records on birth weight and calving ease that exist in Ontario seems not to be a significant problem for the simultaneous genetic evaluation of calving ease and birth weight. Animals with only one of the traits recorded should, however, have their measured trait included into the genetic analysis.
A reduction in the current proportion of missing birth weights (35%) in Ontario is not expected to significantly increase the accuracy of the genetic evaluation for calving ease.
